Public access still in doubt for Rocky Top trails
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The future of access to Rocky Top's trails remains uncertain three months after DTG Recycle unexpectedly closed 160 acres of its privately owned land that bikers, hikers and horseback riders had enjoyed for more than a decade.
All the stakeholders, including DTG in previous statements and its news release announcing the closure, expressed a desire to maintain trail access. But so far, no solutions have been reached to restore the lost connections cutting off the vast majority of the popular trail system created by Single Track Alliance of Yakima.

DTG continued to allow public access when it acquired the property in late 2019, but a news release from the company in February said "neighbor complaints" prompted it to expand operations to the south instead of the west. The southward expansion toward the trails led to the closures, it said.

Cowiche Canyon Conservancy Executive Director Celisa Hopkins said the nonprofit is working with the city to find a way to reconnect Wholly Moses and the Horse Trail from the main trailhead, which is located on a conservation easement owned by CCC. From there, only the Walk N Roll trail heading south onto a land parcel owned by the city doesn't lead to the area closed by DTG.

Walk N Roll connects to the historic William O. Douglas Trail, which also won't be affected by DTG's closures. It runs through land owned by the Bureau of Land Management and another parcel owned by Washington's Department of Natural Resources before reaching a conservation easement owned by the trail foundation.

Go far enough east and the TNT trail connects the William O. Douglas trail to several Rocky Top routes located on the foundation's easement.

STAY Vice President Will Hollingbery hopes to establish more connections, and Ray Paolella of the William O. Douglas Trail Foundation told the Yakima Herald-Republic in February "there's a strong possibility that we can do that so that the public will continue to have full access to the general area."

Even if Hollingbery can add to the trails he's created and adjusted since starting work at Rocky Top in 2011, he's concerned about the air quality near the landfill.
This map shows what is open and closed at Rocky Top in Yakima as of Feb. 16, 2023.
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Reach Luke Thompson at luthompson@yakimaherald.com.
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